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With the tremendous success of Telerik UI for WPF, we were challenged to support an even broader
range of scenarios, from Windows applications to HTML5, from Xamarin to mobile devices. We set
out to provide all of the features found in other UI frameworks while eliminating the bloat of those
same tools. The goal was to support rich features that customers expect without the cognitive
overhead and time constraints typically associated with prior solutions. Because applications written
in Microsoft's.NET framework are ubiquitous, we knew we needed to offer our controls for this
platform. Telerik UI for WinForms is a collection of controls that are highly customizable, feature-rich,
portable and vector-based. It's completely open source and uses a set of proven technology -
ASP.NET AJAX,.NET WebForms, ASP.NET MVC and Windows Presentation Foundation (WPF). The
demand for better user experiences continues to grow, while the time you have to develop a high
quality, modern and engaging application continues to shrink. Stop sweating over UI and focus on
the parts of the application where you can truly make a difference. By using the modern, feature-rich
and professionally designed UI components from Telerik and Kendo UI, you will be armed with
everything you need to deliver outstanding web, mobile and desktop experiences in less time. For
Web development, Telerik breaks down its control collections into separate packages for ASP.NET
AJAX, ASP.NET MVC, PHP, JavaServer Pages (JSP) and Silverlight. Kendo UI is a collection of HTML5
and JavaScript widgets with Bootstrap support and using AngularJS as the underlying ModelView-
whatever-you-prefer framework.
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Visual Studio extensions specifically for Telerik UI are licensed as part of the Telerik Platform, an in-
depth solution that includes reporting tools, JustCode, JustMock, JustTrace, JustCompile and Testing
Framework. Telerik Platform is available at no cost to customers and is free for development pros.

For cross-platform mobile development, Telerik's offerings include two separate packages that cover
the iOS and Android platforms. Kendo UI for Android is for Android-only controls that rely on the

Android platform for their operation. Kendo UI for iOS is a set of controls for both iOS and Android
mobile platforms and is an alternative to Xamarin. There are separate packages for iOS and Android

controls. This extension provides the RadFileUploadControl, RadButton, RadCalendar, RadGrid,
RadListView, RadMaskedTextBox, RadNumberBox, RadProgressBar, RadSpinButton, RadTabStrip,

RadTelerik.JustControls.JustGrid, RadWindow, RadChart, RadChart.Toolkit.Grid and
RadChart.Toolkit.Line. The DevCraft Telerik UI for WinForms suite contains everything you need to

develop apps for Windows platforms. Features include the barcode, charts, data management,
diagrams and maps, document display and conversion, templates, styling and visualization controls,
along with reporting tools, JustCode, JustMock, JustTrace, JustCompile and Testing Framework. This
extension supplies Telerik components that you can use to develop Windows Mobile and Windows

Phone 8 apps, such as the RadDatePicker, RadListView, RadChart, RadChart.Toolkit.Grid and
RadChart.Toolkit.Line. 5ec8ef588b
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